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\textbf{Abstract.} A better knowledge of patient flows would improve decision making in health planning. In this article, we propose a method to characterise patients flows and also to highlight profiles of care pathways considering times and costs. From medico-administrative data, we extracted spatio-temporal patterns. Then, we clustered time between hospitalisations and cost trajectories in order to identify profiles of change over time. This approach may support renewed management strategies.
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\section{1. Introduction}

Over the past 20 years, studies related to Myocardial Infarction (MI) have pointed out a shift in gender patterns that showed an increase in both cardiovascular risk and mortality among women [1]. In parallel, an increase in the number of hospitalisations has been observed, as has, the cost of health care following a MI, in France, this cost has multiplied by three over the last decade [2].

In this context, the analysis of patient flows appears timely: 1) to predict patient admissions; 2) to adapt the patient care pathway; and 3) to manage the availability of resources. Usually researchers use both data mining methods [3] combined with predictive models based on decision trees to model patient flows and build decision support tools [4]. In this article, we characterise the flows of patients with MI through an innovative approach. Inspired by spatio-temporal mining method, we propose to extract patterns from the French Prospective Payment System (PPS). Rather than considering spatiality for extracting patterns, we considered directly the codes from the International Classifi-
cation of Diseases 10th Revision (ICD-10). By clustering these trajectories we could automatically identify some trends in time between hospitalisations and costs. Thus these informations extracted enabled to considering health planning strategies.

Section 2 introduces the mining of spatio-temporal patterns and proposes an illustration using PPS data. The patient flow characterisation process is described in Section 3. The Section 4 focuses on the characterisation of patient flows for women aged 65+. A discussion on the results and the limits of the proposal appears in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Spatio-temporal patterns

Spatio-temporal mining aims at extracting set of objects sharing the same behaviour during a period of time. Even if many different patterns can be extracted, in this paper we mainly focus on closed swarm patterns. Let $O = \{o_1, ..., o_n\}$ be a group of moving objects and a set of timestamps $T = \{t_1, ..., t_p\}$. For each object $o \in O$ at time $t$, we have its spatial informations $x_{o_i}, y_{o_i}$. Let $min_o$ be a user-defined threshold standing for a minimum number of objects and $min_t$ the minimum number of timestamps. Informally, a swarm is a group of moving objects $O$ containing at least $min_o$ individuals which are closed each other for at least $min_t$ timestamps. A swarm can be formally defined as follows:

**Definition 1 (Swarm and Closed Swarm)** A pair $(O, T)$ is a swarm if:

1. $\forall t \in T, \exists c s.t. O \subseteq c$, $c$ is a cluster;
2. $|O| \geq min_o$ and $|T| \geq min_t$.

A swarm $(O, T)$ is a closed swarm if:

1. $\nexists O' s.t. (O', T)$ is a swarm and $O \subseteq O'$;
2. $\nexists T' s.t. (O, T')$ is a swarm and $T \subseteq T'$.

According to this definition, the first condition is that $\forall t \in T, \exists c s.t. O \subseteq c$, $c$ is a cluster. In spatio-temporal data this cluster is obtained by grouping the objects that are sufficiently closed according their locations. In this paper rather than location we focus on the different kinds of hospitalisations for patients and we group them together if the share at one time the same hospitalisation reasons.

To illustrate, we consider the events of four patients. Time is divided into timestamps corresponding to one hospitalisation and the ICD-10 codes (I21: acute MI; R07: Chest pain; E14: Diabetes; I20: Angina pectoris; I70: Atherosclerosis) refer to the reasons of hospitalisation. Figure 1 illustrates an example of different trajectories that are followed by patients. For instance, we notice that patient $P_2$ has been first hospitalised for an acute MI (I21) at time $t_0$, then a Chest pain (R07) at time $t_1$ and finally for Angina pectoris (I20) at time $t_2$ (see figure 1 (a)). Patients sharing the same code at one time can then be grouped together. Let us now assume that $min_o = 2$ and $min_t = 2$ and we are thus provided by the following swarms: $\{(P_1, P_3), (0, 1)\}$, $\{(P_1, P_3), (1, 2)\}$ and $\{(P_1, P_3), (0, 1, 2)\}$. We observe that these swarms are redundant because they can be grouped together in a closed swarm: $\{(P_1, P_3), (0, 1, 2)\}$. 


3. PaFloChar: Patient Flow Characterisation Process

In this section we present the patient flow characterisation process which has two main steps. The first one aims at extracting and then sorting spatio-temporal patterns from the PPS data. These patterns will correspond to the flow patterns of patients. The second step cluster the time between hospitalisations and cost trajectories in order to identify trends.

Step 1. Spatio-temporal pattern mining. We found 412,486 MI patients over the period of 2009 to 2014 from the PPS database. Each patient has a sequence of ICD-10 codes which length is equal to the number of stays over these six years. A first filtering is performed in order to remove irrelevant stays, i.e. stays that are not related to cardiopathology. Then, sequences are ordered according to the relative time corresponding to the occurrence of a stay. These final sequences are called the patient trajectories. Finally, we mined closed swarms using the GetMove algorithm [5].

Step 2. Time and Cost Evolution Profiles. We clustered time\(^2\) and cost trajectories with kmlShape [6]. This method, derived from k-means for longitudinal data (kml), is able to detect curve shapes in order to cluster curves having the same shape. Then, we established the assignment of the flow groups, created in step 1, in the time and tariff clusters.

4. Experiments

In this section, as an illustration of the process, we present the results related to women aged 65+.

Step 1. We highlighted three groups of patients flows in which first events were Angina pectoris, Ischemic heart disease and MI. Then, the flow was separated into several branches in which vertices were these events and Death. At the third stay, we observed new events: Heart rhythm disorders and Heart failure.

Step 2. We found three clusters of times (see figure 2 (a)). B cluster (medium thick blue curve), M cluster (thin magenta curve) and V cluster (very thick green curve). Curves\(^3\)

---

\(^2\) Time between hospitalisations were calculated as the number of days between the last day of a stay and the first day of the subsequent stay.

\(^3\) The graph reads as follows, at \(t_0\) represents the time between the first stay and the second stay. For instance, the thin magenta curve, has an ordinate equal to 500: it means the time between the first and second stay is about 500 days in this cluster.
characterise different trends: $B$ cluster represents patients having short times (less than four months) that increase and then decrease; $M$ cluster represents patients presenting with spaced stays at an early stage, then later more frequent; $V$ cluster represents patients having long sequences. The assignment of group flows in these clusters shows that, in the $MI$ group, most of them (were split into cluster $B$ and $V$) have short times at the end of their pathway. We found three clusters of costs (see figure 2 (b)): $B$ cluster represents patients having increasing tariffs over time and decreasing slightly; $M$ cluster represents patients having highly increasing tariffs; $V$ cluster represents patients having first increasing tariff and then decreasing tariffs. The assignment of group flows in these clusters showed that, in the $MI$ group, most patients (were in cluster $V$) had initially high tariff which decreased thereafter.

![Figure 2.](a) Times between hospitalisations and (b) Costs kmlShape clusters.

5. Discussion

**Patient flows.** We highlighted three key steps in patient flow patterns: $MI$, *Angina pectoris* and *Ischemic heart disease*. The majority of patients showed signs of recurrence of coronary artery disease in the form of angina pectoris. Many of them experienced $MI$ relapse and/or another manifestation of their ischemic heart disease. These results could be integrated in a decision-making tool. Indeed, this could be useful for a clinician to compare patient profile to similar profiles and warn them about risk of $MI$ relapse.

**Times and tariffs profiles.** The times profiles provide information on the future hospitalisations related to cardiac pathology. In most cases, after an $MI$, hospitalisations are increasingly closed in time (on average three months). The majority of patient flow initiated by *Angina pectoris* or *Ischemic heart disease* have an upward trend in tariffs (cluster $B$ in figure 2 (b)). In contrast, patient flows initiated by $MI$ largely show a downward trend in tariffs. Moreover, this work raises questions about the rhythms of hospitalisation frequency and the tariff over time.

**Limits.** This study has several limitations: 1) *The choice of the database*: PPS is a budget allocation tool, so it presents limits in epidemiology studies [7]; 2) *The comparison with others studies*: Time is mostly investigated [8] as a precise event such as readmission.
for heart failure but less frequently for the more general event of heart disease. Moreover, most direct cost studies take into account emergency cost and drug consumption [9]. Access to the SNIIRAM (National health insurance system of inter-scheme information) database would allow a similar analysis to be carried out.

6. Conclusion

We looked for spatio-temporal patterns in the MI patients trajectories. The originality of the approach is that spatiality was assimilated to proximity of pathologies and the temporal aspect was related to the occurrence of a stay. Then we clustered their time and tariff trajectories to determine trends. Such an approach can be used to improve care by providing, for example, an integrated care pathway with scheduled visits proposed in the case of cancer [10]. In future work, we plan to investigate the co-evolution of the time and cost trajectories in order to establish whether they are related [11].
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